FAI CIAM OPEN INTERNATIONAL SPACE MODELS COMPETITION

„Veteran Cup-2014“ INTERNATIONAL CUP EVENT

INFORMATION BULLETIN

OFFICIAL INVITATION: We are pleased to invite all Aero Clubs of FAI to participate in the International Space Models World Cup Competition „Veteran Cup-2014“

ORGANIZER: Russian Federation of aeromodelling sports, DAK “Souze”

DATE: April, 24-25 2014

CONTEST SITE: Moscow region, Stupinskiy area, Mescherino, 95 km south-east of Moscow, capital of Russia. GPS 55 ° 10'42 .0 ”N, 38 ° 23’37 .0” E (55.177838, 38.393612).

CONTEST CLASSES: S12A

PARTICIPANTS: Competition is open for all members of FAI NAC having valid FAI sporting license

Contest Rules: Sporting Code FAI, Section 4b- General and Section 4d - Space Models

CONTEST RULES: FAI Sporting Code is in force since January 1st, 2014.

1st flight – rotor
2nd flight – streamer
3rd flight – parachute

Contest will be held in two groups:
Veteran – from 55 years old
Junior-Veteran – from 45 years old
In the veteran’s group participants will be able to register no more than three models for three flights. In the junior-veteran group participants will be able to register no more than two models for three flights.

FAI JURY:
Mr. Vladimir Minkevich, (Belarus).
Mr. Oleg Gubrik (Russian)
Mr. Sergei Parahin (Kazakhstan)

RANGE SAFETY OFFICER: Mr. Oleg Gubrik

Official Languages: Russian, English
Entry Fees: 10 - Euro paid by competitors at the registration.

PROTEST According to FAI Sporting Code with a deposit of 20 EUR.

PAYMENTS All payments in Russian rubles (RUB). The average exchange rate: 1 EUR – 50 RUB.

ACCOMMODATION: Organizer reserve subject to timely Preliminary Entries the accommodation following:
- "Hotel KBM": 12-20 EUR per night 25 km. from the place flight.
- Hotel near the place starts - 10 EUR;
Competitors wishing to live in another hotel may reserve a place by himself for example using http://www.gost-sov.ru/

Food In a nearby restaurant with daily menu.

Insurance: Individual

Awards: Winners will be awarded with trophies and diplomas.

ARRIVAL AND REGISTRATION:

SCHEDULE:
Thursday, 24 April
up to 20.00 - arrival, accommodation, registration, delivery of the models for class S7
19.00-21.00 - registration of models in classes

Friday, 25 April
7.00-8.00 - breakfast
8.30-9.00 - opening ceremony
9.00-9.30 - registration of models for class S12A
9.30-12.30 - contest in class S12A
14.00 - Awards ceremony and closing of competition, departure

In case of bad weather conditions or any other unforeseen circumstances the organizer reserves a right to change the timetable.

PRELIMINARY ENTRIES: All the participants are kindly requested to confirm the participation.
Deadline for the preliminary check-in is April 1, 2014.

Entry forms must be sent till April 5, 2014 to the address:

Sport director:
Vladimir Khokhlov
Phone: +7-916-560-90-47, E-mail: daksoyz@mail.ru

Russian Federation of air sports, Chairman of the Committee of rocket models:
Alexey Ezhov
Phone +7-967-259-48-00 E-mail: ezzhov@gmail.com